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About This Game

***Not Compatible with Mac OS 10.8.x and above***

Agent Nelson Tethers just solved the biggest case of his career. So why isn't he satisfied? There’s still the case of a missing
eraser factory foreman, a whispering madness is still creeping from mind to mind, and a troubling recurrence of... creatures... is

lurking into the town.
 The FBI's Department of Puzzle Research has marked the case closed -- are they sweeping it under the rug? Or worse, do they
not even care? Worried that the case will languish forever unsolved, Tethers must go rogue and venture back to the eerie town

of Scoggins, Minnesota to solve the mystery of "the Hidden People" once and for all.

Key features:

Sequel to the award winning Puzzle Agent (PC Gamer’s Game of the Year, IGN’s Best of E3, etc)

Creepy puzzle adventure with mystery and dark humor

Wider variety of intuitive yet challenging puzzles
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I got 15 hours out of this on my first playthrough, beat it in a day or two. It's pretty fun but I still prefer the Diner Dash series as
far as time management games go. The English translation was a bit sloppy, in my opinion.. But it's not a huge issue. Just a few
typos and rarely some odd grammar. It was more complex than usual time management games and really focused on micro
management. You couldn't make as long queues as in other games, either, because sometimes you'd have to wait for an action to
be complete before you can queue the next one. I thought the levels were a good length. I didn't find myself bored at all. And I
think the difficulty was good too. I got just over half gold on the first play through and got maybe 90% of the challenges right. I
thought the story, characters and art style was cute, too. If you like time management games I think it's worth checking out.. The
options menu is bugged. Once you choose it, you can't change anything and you can't exit the game. My knockoff Xbox One
controller didn't work with the game either. The game was fine for the $1 I paid for it but when I want to kick back, relax and
play a game in Big Picture mode as I did first with the game, it makes for a frustrating experience. If Steam doesn't start vetting
its games better so we can have a full console experience with no fuss and no bugs, the Xbox store will take over. I can bet
they'll make sure their games are a less frustrating experience for those wanting a more console-like experience.. Unfortunately
Steam is just selling 7 games that won't run. Was stupid enough to save 3$ on Steam instead of buying the games from gog. Well
of course I bought them from gog directly after, running smooth. I just hate when big companies sell products like this, and you
have no chanse to get your money back! Don't buy theese game here!!!!! Im recommending this game, but hopefully some of
you won't throw 10$ in the sea, shame on you Steam!. Hour in I must say it's very promising. I strongly hope the developer will
expand and enchance this little gem of a crawler -especially in bit better sounds and possibly main quest voiceovers.

Graphics wise there are two kinds of low poly graphics currently: bad low poly and good low poly, this one definitely falls into
the good category. Stylization is done wonderfully in here, with very nice work on the lighting and thus atmosphere.

Devs, keep up the good work!. Could do with some work but for free I can't complain. The aiming without the laser is near
impossible and the head hitboxes are a little too small but overall it wasn't horrible as long as you had the laser. I don't know
what people are talking about with motion sickness. Other than a little bit of weird positioning in the wheel barrel everything
worked perfectly. Some optimization would be nice but not bad at all.. has never been worse on steam.. A nice simple
locomotive add-on to complement the various branch lines on the WCML North. Looks good but sound could be better. I am
aware of a sound pack for the Class 303 on Armstrong Powerhouse which provides a solution to the sound problem. Overall I
enjoy driving this EMU.
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Funny game. It's fun, because it has a bunch of humor and various jokes. Cartoon characters, monsters are very funny. A girl
with a self-stick is very much like my girlfriend.
I also want to note that the developers are releasing patches and updates for this product, so this is not a one-time shooter.
Developers support life in this game.. another very short game. but it was a good one if you like the find it adventures. First off,
I bought Netherfield during a sale, so I only paid \u00a35.99. This is a brilliant route, the end.

 O.K. this comes fixed in the steam era 8F 4F O4 & B1 are included and rather nice if a bit basic (I think DTG call them
"CLASSIC"). However I am a diesel man so why would I waste my time with a steam route??, because this British Railways in
its modernisation period. 1st Generation diesels fit right in here. Class 25, 37,40,50,55 all feel right at home here in green or
blue. Class 101,105,111 D.M.U.s....bring them on. As for the yards 03s 04s 08s and all those 4w wagons to push about, heavan.
The track layout and signalling would have remained unchanged right upto the 1970's,(well in general, I don't know about
Nottingham area in particular). The only trackside elements which would have gone would be water cranes and coaling stages.
Some uncharitable people have commented that tthis route has been created using stock assests and that anyone could have
made it. Well two things here, 1.Go for it.....there is about two years work for one person here, don't they deserve a reward for
there time and effort? 2.It shows what a versatile game TS20xx is and what is achevable within the route editor.

. ... You Can See The Monuments In Diplomatic Mode People.... It is free and it is fun for me...easy to play while doing other
things or a bit distracted!. REALLY EARLY ACCESS... needs work on multiple areas. I don't recommend at this time. Maybe
if it gets support.. In my opinion this expansion has the best maps in terms of creativity (also the largest ones of all the classic
Doom games). The last three or four maps are nearly impossible because the amount of enemies is totally irrational (for
example, it's absolutely possible to find about 250 enemies or more in a single map, no joke). Also there are random spawns of
strong enemies in front or behind of you, so there is no time to react sometimes.

Anyways, this is a good expansion if you love the classic Doom and it gives you lots of hours of gameplay.. I like it! Pretty good
survival game ^^ Developer, good job!. Cool puzzle game, very hard levels with cabbage =)
10\/10 bunnies =)
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